
 

 

Ethical Hacking Tricks 

 
Ethical Hacker: 

 

A person who is trusted by the organization with 

their personal and confidential data though criticized 

by few is an Ethical hacker. The job this fellow is 

assigned is to purposely and with permission hack 

into the organizations website and find the loop holes 

in the web security of the company. This, the 

company does to protect its confidential files from 

the access of other people or intentional black hat 

hackers out there. They are people who will hack 

your official website or try to get into your mainframe to get access to confidential files and 

then sell them to your competitors for a hefty sum of money. Thus, the need of Ethical 

hackers have springed in the world today. Although the demand has springed up then also the 

no of Ethical hackers available are low. These are mainly because still now people don’t see 

it as a good profession to choose as they will have to face criticism and also because the 

course is a hefty one and a tuff exam to pass. But if you get through the exam once, their is a 

bright future waiting for you ahead of yourself. As, due to the trust factors the organizations 

pay the Ethical hackers a hefty sum of money. 

Sometimes to bring interest into a subjects some practical help is advisable, thus here are 

some Ethical hacking tricks for you all. 
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Ethical hacking tricks to hack the Gmail: 

 

 

Now as you know Gmail is the largest and most 

frequently used web Email service now a days. So, 

it would be exciting to hack the Gmail. 

So, if you are curious to know how to do it, this 

article will help you with the Ethical hacking tricks. 

There are some scams and myths about the hacking 

of Gmail:  They are that some websites will address you to download something 

called Gmail hacking software. But be clear that their is actually no such 

software to hack Gmail in one click its a scam. 

We would not want you to download a software rather we try to introduce to 

you the latest Ethical hacking tricks to hack gmail: 

 

1. Keylogging 

2. Phishing 

 

Now, Among the above two ways the easier way is through Keylogging. This is 

done with the help of a small software called the keylogger. This software once 

installed in any computer. This will capture all the key strokes made by the user. 

The main feature of it is that it works in complete stealth mode by completely 

hiding itself. This, is thus the most easy way. Once you install in the PC you 

want to hack and once the user types his or her gmail username and password 

they will be stored and send to you through the email facility. thus you can 

hack. now, if you don’t have access to the PC physically then also you can do it 

as some keyoggers available can be installed remotely also. This is one of the 

best ethical hacking tricks. 

 



 

 

Another method is phishing. In this method a fake login page is created. This is 

today the most widely used hacking technique. In this as soon as you login the 

information is send to the web server and you loose it. 

 

 

Hack a facebook account: 

 

Before hacking you should know that facebook has introduced a new method of 

password recovery using the feedback by 3 trusted freinds. But the hackers have 

reversed that logic into a way of hacking. Let us discuss the Ethical hacking 

tips: 

 

1. Step 1: You need to have 3 fake facebook accounts. Then you need to add 

them to the friend list of the account you want to hack. 

2. Step 2: Now you need to go to the login of facebook and click on forgot 

password. 

3. Add your friends email address in the Email section. And then yours friends 

name and your name in the section below. 



 

 

4. Now if the above step is done correctly you could see the profile pic of the 

friend whose profile is going to be hacked. 

5. Click on NO LONGER HAVE ACCESS TO THESE. 

6. Then you can give a new Email address of your choice are which you have 

used with the Facebook account earlier. Then press submit. 

7. Once asked the security question if you know it, then well and good. Else 

give wrong answer 3 times. Then you will be asked for 3 trusted friends. 

8. Give the name of your created profiles. Ethical hacking Tips. 

9. Then log on to each profile carefully and check the notification. click on OK 

and authorize it. 

10. Once you have authorized it you can easily get access to the profile. 

And now the mail will reach you and you have successfully hacked the 

facebook account of your friend. This is considered to be a major loop hole in 

the security if facebook and needs to dealt with. 

 


